Which Word?

Parent Directions: Have your child read each sentence and then circle the word that is divided correctly into syllables. Have him or her write the word on the blank line.

1. My new blue jeans are made of _____________.
   de/nim  den/im

2. What is your favorite _____________ of the year?
   sea/son  seas/on

3. Talking when other people are talking is a bad _____________.
   ha/bit  hab/it

4. My dog learned the hard way that a skunk has a terrible _____________.
   o/dor  od/or

5. What is the ________________ Tyler doesn’t want to come to the party?
   rea/son  reas/on

6. I always wear a helmet to ________________ my head when I ride my bike.
   pro/tect  prot/ect